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Kazakhstan is a worlds 9   biggest Country 
     The Republic of Kazakhstan

is situated in Central Asia Between

the Ural River and the lower courses

of the Volaga River to the east, the

west-Siberian plateau to the north,

and the Tien-Shan mountain chain to 

the south. The territory of the

republic stretches 1600 kilometers

north to the south and more than 2800

kilometers west-to-east, occupying 

an area of 2,717,000 sq. km. In terms 

of area, the republic is the 9th largest 

country of the world.
             Most of then are of

Kazakhstan is at and low-lying. in 

central Kazakhstan vast plains give 

way to  isolated low mountainous 

range of Saryara, to the South and Southeast they melt into the mountainous system of Altai, Sauyr

Tarbagatai, Dzhungarski Ala- Tau and Tien-Shan The highest point is hahn Thegri peak (6995 meter)

        Kazakhstan is bordered to the north,  northwest and west by Russia, to the southeast by China

and to the south and southwest by Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan Republics

Climate : The Climate of the Republic is deeply contnental and extremely dry. It is severely inuenced 

by the Arctic region and Eastern Siberia. The absence of any natural barriers in the north of the Republic. 

enables cold arctic winds and arctic air masses to come frome these direction without restraint.

Conversely, the high mountains rimming the east and the southeast of southeast of kazkhstan act as a barrier to 

air masses from the south. This accounts for the rather unsparing winters over the greater part of the area of

the Republic. In Kazakhstan summers are hot and dry with hot winds.                 .

Population : The Republic has a population of about 15 million people. Citizens of more than 100

ethnicity’s live in the country, the greater part of which are kazakhs (more than 50%) and Russians

(more than 30%). Among others, the largest percentages are Ukrainians, Germans and Uzbeks.

According to the Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Kazakh is the ofcial language. However,

Russian is the language of business and of interethnic intercourse.                  .

Regions and Cities: Kazakhstan is politically divided into 14 oblasts and ve economic regions. There

are82 cities and towms in the Republic. The main are Almaty, Zhambyl, Chimkent, Semipalatinsk,

Pavlodar, Ust-Kamenogorsk, Astana, Uralsk, Karagandha and Aktyubinsk cities. On December

10,1997, the city of Astana was proclaimed the new capital of the Republic of Kazakhstan.          . 
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ABOUT  CITY  

PETROPAVLOVSK :
                Petropavl (Kazakh: Петропавл, romanized: Petropavl) or Petropavlovsk 

(Russian: Петропавловск, tr. Petropavlovsk), is a city on the Ishim River in northern 

Kazakhstan close to the border with Russia, about 261 km west of Omsk along the 

Trans-Siberian Railway. It is the capital of the North Kazakhstan Region.[1] Population: 

201,446 (2009 Census results);[2] 203,523 (1999 Census results).[2] The city is also 

known colloquially in the Kazakh language as Kyzylzhar (Kazakh: Қызылжар, 

romanized: Qyzyljar)

Petropavl was founded in 1752 as a Russian fort extending Russian settlement and 

inuence into the nomadic Kazakh territories to the south. The fort got its name after 

two Christian saints, apostles Peter and Paul. It was granted the status of city in 

1807. Petropavl was an important trading centre until the Russian Revolution 

of 1917.

Railway station in Petropavl, Petropavl has a railway station with connections to 

the Russian capital Moscow and Kazakhstan's capital Nur-Sultan. Petropavl 

Airport is located 11 km (7 mi) south of the city

Petropavl is the location of North Kazakhstan State University, named for 

M. Kozybaev, established in 1937 as Petropavlovsk 

The city's bandy team in the Spartakiade 2009 on home ice was victorious.

In 2013 it was hosted in Petropavl again, this time the team from Khromtau 

won.12-17 December 2016 the Kazakh Cup, to the memory of Kazbek 

Baybulov, was played at Stadium Karasay in Petropavl. The home team Volna 

captured the bronze medal. Olympic gold medal winning cyclist Alexander 

Vinokourov is a native of nearby Bishkul

History
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Rector Message : 

We are pleased that you have chosen the NKSU as the place where you aim to develop your skills and 

knowledge. For our part, we will do our best to make your stay a worthwhile and memorable experience.

Strong intellectual potential, close cooperation with leading medical institutions, the use of modern technologies 

and an individual approach to each student, ensure high quality of training and future, professional 

achievements of our graduates. Training in our medical school is conducted in line with up-to-date standards, 

applied in European countries. 

We are opening our students training programs, best for the needs of their home country or of places where they 

want to practice medicine in the future. 

Once you become a student of our school, you will be a part of us as we are personally responsible for each one 

of you, and when you leave, we want you to remember us and stay in touch. 

An international, higher educational institution, is a structural unit of NKSU train medical specialists for foreign 

countries, conduct medical research in cooperation with leading health centers of the country and provide high 

quality, medical services to the Population of Central Asia. 

Omirbayev Serik Maulenovich 

The Rector 



About  University  : - 

Manash Kozybayev North Kazakhstan State University  is one of the oldest educational institution in the Republic of 

Kazakhstan with 80 years of its existence. The North Kazakhstan University is formed according to 

Order No 584 issued by the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Kazakhsthan on June 2, 1994 on the basis of 

petropavlovsk Pedagogical university named after K.D. Ushinskiy keeping traced history from 1937.

According to Order No 163 issued by the government of the Republic of Kazakhstan on January 31, 2001, the 

North-Kazakhtan state university was given the status of a state university.

According to Order No 497 issued by the government of the Republic of Kazakhstan on May 30, 2003, the North 

Kazakhsthan state university was named after Academician Manash Kozybayev. The NKSU named after 

M.Kozybayev has the State license which given the right to provide educational services: No12016901 issued 

on November 19, 2012 by the Committee for control of education and science of the Ministry of education and 

science of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

The NKSU named after M.Kozybayev has passed the institutional accreditation (certificate NoAA0023 issued on 

May 23, 2018 by the Independent agency for accrediatation and rating ) and a state certication Procedure (Order bo435 issued on 

May 5, 2016 by the MES RK) successfully.

North Kazakhstan State University



Issakayev Erbol Maratovich 
First Prorector of NKSU

Director of 
KMC Pvt. Ltd. 

Dean Mahendra Pratap Singh 
Student Dean 

Foreign  Student Department  

Director of 
EGMS Edutech Pvt. Ltd. 



University Campus & Hospital



Class Room & Hall



Gym & Swimming Pool 



Education In Kazakhstan

               In recent years, the government of the Republic of Kazakhstan has been showing a particular 

concern for education. The top leadership of the country is perfectly aware of the fact that in the age of

the global scientic and technological revolution and knowledge forms the most important element of the 

strategy of social development. It is possible to build an independent competitive economy (which is the 

objective of Kazakhstan) without having trained in the country the intellectual potential capable of tackling 

this task on the basis of modern high technologies. The basis features of the education reform in the 

Republic of Kazakhstan can be presented in the following way:

     It rests on the existing structural potential built up over the period when Kazakhstan was a Republic 

of the USSR;

     The structure of educational facilities is being transformed under consideration of the conditions 

and needs of a market economy;

     New educational structures are set up;

     The approach to the transformation of diverse stages of education is differentiated to a 

considerable extent, much more attention being paid to the reformation of its higher stages;

     The economic base of education is changing; It can be noted, in particular, that as the basis of the 

education reform in Kazakhstan has taken the system adopted by industrially developed countries. 

International student exchange is being actively supported by the government of Kazakhstan. At 

present about 40000 foreign student from 43 countries of the world study at 51 educational 

establishment of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 800-1200 Indian and about an equal number of students 

from Pakistan get admitted in the various institutions of the Republic of Kazakhstan every year. Most of 

them study at the various Medical institutions of the Republic. Facts and gures regarding the 

information about Kazakhstan can briey be summarized as :      

Facts and Figure
Name : Kazakhstan (land form) Republic of Kazakhstan

Population : 18,195,900

Capital City : Astana (305,000)

Currency : Tenge (KZT)

Languages : Kazakh (ofcial), Russian )ofcial)

National Day : December 16



The main task of North Kazakhstan State University consist in the preparation of highly qualied doctors-
specialists. The educational work is carried out in accordance with the normative documents of higher 
education under the leadership of the Rector, the pro-rector for education works, the  deans of 
departments, coordinated by the Education Counsel & the Central Methodical Counsel (CMC). For the 
discussion of the Academic counsel and CMC, cardinal questions, determining changes of teaching 
methods, carrying out of level knowledge's new methods, questions about new methods' introduction of 
students' teaching; introduction questions about achievement of medicine and practice in the educational 
process; perfection of forms and teaching process is based on denite traditions, developed during many 
years and became foundation, which addition to the modern science and technology, preparation of 
highly qualied doctors/specialists is carried out. 

For the last years the quantity of published educational-methodical recommendations and textbooks was 

mainly increased 
methods in the state language in accordance with realization “Languages Law” and “Education Law”, 
reviewing of examination materials; manuscripts, textbooks, educational-methodical material's discussion for 
determination of their readiness to publication, are submitted. The educational 
University's departments built up teaching process considering that the teacher's job in not only giving 
information to the students but also in their cognitive activity's stimulation and inculcation of scientic 
cognition methods in the education process. 

Educational-Methodical Work



MCI Coaching 

We care for your comfort and also make you comparable to any medical grateful passing from Indian medical 

college in terms of quality of we care for your comfort and also make you comparable to any graduate passing 

from Indian medical college in terms of quality of education. Education includes both Russian as well as the 

Indian pattern right from the very rst year. All medical subjects are also taught by the best of teachers from 

India. Each subject covered by best faculty from India at Almaty as per Indian syllabus approved by Medical 

Council of Detailed content management for every student and preparation for MCI Screening Test. 

Salient features of specialized MCI training include : 

1. Conceptual academic session in Kazakhstan for each subject by best faculty from India. 

2. In dept knowledge of every subject in Kazakhstan by best faculty from India. 

3. Special attention towards preparation for MCI screening Test in Kazakhstan again by expert teachers 

from India. 

4. Practice of MCQ's asked in MCI screening test right from the very 1st year of medical curriculum, making 

the student stronger and more condent for any further examination including post graduate entrance 

examination. 

5. Individual students monitoring including attendance/performance of the student by a dedicated team of 

experts. 

6. Individual interaction with the students by specialists every year to identity the week topics/diculties-

provide solution, give strength and condence to the student to improve his/her performance 

continuously. 

7. Special session just before the MCI Screening Test to ensure passing the exam in 1st at tempt. 

8. Make him a better human being slowly but persistently …………. and make you proud of your decision. 

9. Our result speaks for out achievements……. 



Active work in the cross-sections of the University is being carried out by the youth Committee, the main 

aim of which is to defend student's interests. The committee carries its work in teaching & Educational, 

living conditions, cultural works, sports & health orienting directions. Every year the best student, best 

study group and best hostel competitions are held in the University. 

                Fruitful work is carried out in the amateur art activity bodies of the University. At present, students

 work in the ensemble of folk instruments, vocal instruments, dance ensemble and chorus ensembles. 

During last years amateur art activists of the University take the rst place in the city inter-institutional shows. 

                   Great attention is focused to the sport life of the student body and healthy way of life. At present 

the branch of the national center for the formation of the healthy way of life is functioning. Medical University 

is fully involved in the <<Healthy Universities>> project. 

         Students of the University actively participate in the various events at the Regional, National and 

International level. University volleyball teams were the winners of the students games of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan and the nalists of the sport and athletics meeting of the Medical institutions of USSR once 

and again. From time of the foundation of sport clubs and physical training department 17 masters of 

sports USSR champions of the Kazakh SSR and the winners of the Republican championship were 

prepared. At present, the institutions has its equipped halls, fencing hall, table tennis and others. Students 

of the University play in the basket ball, volley, ball, fencing, table tennis and ski sport sections.

Student’s Life 



Hostel 

North Kazakhstan State University   along with representa�ve of university arrange good comfortable accommoda�on 

for Indian students. 

For Indian students there is Interna�onal Students Hostel . All basic required things bed, pillow, bed sheet, table chair 

and all well furnished room provided for minimum three students. Number of students can be extends in case of large 

size of room. 

Consumpson of alcohol, smoking are strictly prohibited. All the rules regulation of hostel should be followed.



Mess (Indian Food )

Interna�onal representa�ve of North Kazakhstan State University  arrange Indian food for  Students. Three �mes 

Chapa�, Rice. Indian food cooked and served by Indian professional cook. Students can suggest or change the menu 

for any specific desire. Students can order for birthday celebra�on, party purpose, fes�val celebra�on. Timing should 

be maintain by students. 

Indian meal provided  including break fast, lunch dinner. Meal includes pulses, vegetables,



       Indian-Kazakhstan relations are foreign relations between India and Kazakhstan. Diplomatic relations have 
stincreased in signicance in the 21  century after initially remaining passive in the 1990s. Bothe nations seek to 

develop an extensive commercial and strategic partnership in the Central Asia region.  

                    

         India recognized the independence of Kazakhstan from the Soviet Union after the latter's dissolution in 

1992, despite being one of the very closest friendly allies with the Soviets. In recent years India was sought to 

increase its commerce and strategic ties with Kazakhstan, which is the largest nation of the former Soviet 

republics and occupies a major expanse of territory in Central Asia with extensive oil, natural gas and mineral 

reserves. India has sought to expand ties after mounting concern over the growth of the economic and strategic 

inuence of the People's Republic of Kazakhstan. In 2002, Nursultan Nazarbayev made an ofcial visit to India 

and in the same year, the Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee attended the summit of the Conference on 

Interaction and Condence-Building Measures in Asia in the Kazakhstan's former capital city, Almaty. 
 

      As of 2003, India-Kazakhstani trade stands at USD 78.91 million. To bolster commerce, both nations have 

established the Indo-Kazakh Joint Business Council. Although India failed to acquire equity in the Kurmangazy 

oil eld, the Oil and Natural Gas Corporation of India is set to acquire a stake in the Satpayev eld. The Kazakh 

national lm KazmunayGaz had offered the ONGC a choice between Satpayev and Makhambet elds and has 

asked for Indian participation in petrochemical industrial projects in the Atirau and Akhtau regions. Both nations 

have also sought to establish extensive collaboration and commerce in information technology, space 

research, banking and increasing volume of bilateral trade. India has offered Kazakhstan USD 1 billion in loans 

while the latter has granted major tax concessions to India companies. Kazakhstan has also sought to negotiate 

a multilateral agreement with Iran and Turkmenistan to create a transport corridor to India to ensure a reliable 

trade route and provide Kazakhstan commercial and shipping access to the warm water ports of India.

India Kazakhsthan Relation



First Step : 

      Required Documents for Admission 
      Std. 10th Mark sheet 
      Std. 12th Mark sheet 
      Std. NEET Qualified Mark sheet 
      Std. Passport
      Std. Passport Size 10 Photos 

Second Step : 

Admission Letter(From NKSU)
Medical
Document  apostille (HRD)
Invitation Letter
VISA 
Air Ticket

Third Step : 

1. Medical Report (HIV) 

2. All documents Legalization and 

translate from HRD & Embassy .

3.        Insurance

4.       Complete  Documentation of NKSU  

Fourth Step : 

    After you have arrived at NKSU  Your passport shall be 

registered by Ministry of Interior of Kazakhstan within 5 

days from the date of arrival, excluding holidays and 

weekends Assistance in registration and visa extension 

will be provided Foreign students must get registered 

between 6 months and 1 year Passports must be 

presented to the Department of international Affairs, 1 

month before the expiration of visa Failure to meet 

registration and visa terms results in ne, set by Ministry of 

interior of Kazakhstan.

Deadline for admission of International students 
depends on the selected program : 

The Additional charges of Invitation, Visa, etc. are payable at 
the time of admission. The details are available with our 
Indian Associates. 

How to Apply

Eligibility :-

NEET Qualied

50% or Above Marks in 10th+2 PCB Aggre gate in+2

He/She Shall Complete the Age of 17 year on or before 31st December of the year of Admission to the 

MBBS Course



Petropavloysk

PEOPLE'S OVERSEAS

Admission Open
'S OVERSEASPEOPLE

517, 5th Floor, Jolly Plaza, Athwagate, Surat 395001
Email: info@peoplesoverseas.com
Web: www.peoplesoverseas.com
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